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SLEEP AMONGST NATURE

SLEEP AMONGST NATURE

THE SEA IS FOR
EVERY SEASON

A WHOLE NATURE
RESERVE TO DISCOVER

THREE TIMES DIFFERENT

BAKKUM

Three campsites, lots of nature and the sea. Much of a
choice? You bet! Disregard common factors like nature
reserve and the sea, de Lakens, Bakkum and Geversduin
differ like day and night. Water sports, creative enjoyment
and consciously natural. Just a few words that f it one of
the campsites: which one will you choose?

Camping Bakkum may well be the most famous campsite
in The Netherlands. The mother of all campsites, close
to the beach in the middle of nature, for over a century
now. Some think of it as a place of creative freedom, with
a focus on singing, dance and theatre. Come and immerse
yourself in the unique atmosphere at Bakkum.

kennemerduincampings.com
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GEVERSDUIN

DE LAKENS

Where most see a fallen tree, Team Geversduin sees
play equipment. At the end of each season we create
new play equipment out of used materials. Our rental
accommodations are totally unique, and situated - just
as all camping pitches - in the middle of greenery. And
beyond the campsite? Endless walking and cycling.

Camping de Lakens is located in stunning nature reserve
‘De Kennemerduinen’ and is a mere 100 metres from
the beach. Walking, cycling, kiting, surf ing: discover
how relaxing an active holiday can be. Unique rental
accommodations and luxurious camping pitches are
ready for your arrival. As of course is our Wellness team,
for ‘me time’ in the dunes.
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NOEST

MARY POPPINS!

Traditional, unf iltered, unpasteurised and
secondary fermentation. All descriptions
of Noest, our own beer. Completely natural
f lavours and aromas: come and try it!
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It promises to be a very special season at
Camping Bakkum. Mary Poppins will be
coming! And to top it all off we’ ll be going
skating in the middle of summer!

KENNEMERDUINCAMPINGS.COM

KENNEMERDUINCAMPINGS.COM

OPEN AIR ENJOYMENT
Borrelpop, Surfana-festival or our
BuitenGewoon Children’s Festival: a lot
of the enjoyment at Camping de Lakens
takes place outdoors!
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GUEST IN NATURE

GUEST IN NATURE

OF, FOR AND
BY NATURE

LET NATURE
TICKLE YOU

IT’S THEIR NATURE

ALL SHADES OF GREEN

Climbing, scrambling, nature at Geversduin challenges
you. Even city kids get it within a day, especially when
they join in the activities. Expedition Geversduin
reminds them of survival programs such as ‘Expedition
Robinson - Escape Forest’. Will you solve all the
mysteries? We’ ll also build huts with real adventurers
and stay the night!

Our exceptional rental accommodations such as the Vegetable
House and the Hobbit House as well as the camping pitches
all nestle among the trees. Left, right, the camping f ields
are spread out over the area. Comfortable and friendly.
Imperceptibly the campsite morphs into the nature reserve.
Polders become dunes, dunes become the sea.
campinggeversduin.com

IT STARTS AT J 23

We don’t just upcycle materials at the
end of the season. This year will see a
real Recycle Fete on the 13th July 2019.
Let’s build together!
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THESE BOOTS ARE MADE…
You can cycle too of course. Many people walk
though. Where? The beach is four kilometres
away. So close and yet so varied: you’ ll get
there through forest and dunes.

CAMPINGGEVERSDUIN.COM

What are honest and pure products?
We could tell you, but it’s much better
to experience it for yourself. Taste the
locality in our mini market. The rolls
are baked fresh each morning:
sometimes, getting up early does
pay off !

NICE, KNOEST

Junction 23 is the one. The bicycle junction where every
adventure begins. No bike? We have bicycles for hire.
The nature reserve invites you to cycle, as do the lovely
villages and nearby towns. Cycling to Alkmaar is easy.
The great thing is that you’ ll pass the best beach cafes on
the way. When do we stop for a break?

RECYCLING FETE

HONEST AND PURE

From pizza from our own oven to an ultra fresh vegan
roll for lunch. It sums up Knoest Eten & Drinken, our
uniquely furnished campsite restaurant. Have you
noticed the moss wall yet? With the large playgrounds
adjacent you can keep an eye on the children too. Why
not come and enjoy a Noest beer on our terrace?

GEVERSDUIN GREEN KEY
The Gold Green Key is the reward for
everything we at Geversduin do in the area of
conservation and sustainability. It is an extra
reason to continue!

CAMPINGGEVERSDUIN.COM

PLAY, PLAY, PLAY
Children can play to their heart’s content,
experimenting with sand and water, playing
for hours. Or would yours prefer the air
trampoline?
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CAMPING AND RENTING

CAMPING AND RENTING

PICK YOUR
FAVOURITE?
TREE HOUSE
Surrounded by trees: beautiful houses with a f irst f loor
living room. A ringside view of the treetops and all
who live there from the moment you wake. The best of
neighbours! Something for you?
campinggeversduin.com/treehouse

FOR EVERYONE

Sumptuous tents, fully equipped with robust wooden
furniture. Complete with all mod cons, so just unpack
the clothes and the toys and start camping! Bring a
torch to make it even more snug!
campinggeversduin.com/karstentent

WIFI IN THE TENT!

Tent, caravan or campervan? Geversduin has camping
pitches for everyone. Take ‘Duinstruweel’: ideal for the
little ones, with play equipment immediately in front of
the pitches. ‘Eikenbos’ is located by the sports f ield.
Who fancies a game of footie or volleyball?

Camping is pottering around with the camping stove,
having a drink with the neighbours. Or an outing
to ‘Centrumplein’ together. The large sunny terrace
with enormous playground near the entrance.
Cappuccino anyone?

Is the dog coming too? They are welcome on pitches on
our camping f ield ‘De Hoepse Beek ’. Next to the f ield
there is even a … dog shower! Great after a whole day
outdoors together!

Great news for all! ‘De Hoepse Beek ’, ‘Duinstruweel’ and
‘Binnenduinrand’ now have WiFi. You can inspect the
recreation schedule from the comfort of your tent.

campinggeversduin.com/camping

KARSTEN TENT

campinggeversduin.com/camping

VEGETABLE HOUSE

TENT HOUSE

Vegetables everywhere: around the Vegetable House.
School children take care of them normally, so those
who live in it temporarily …? They harvest and eat!
With canvas walls and a heater.

A house out of - naturally - canvas. With a wooden f loor,
a fridge, and a small kitchen with cold running water.
In the living room is a heater and it has it’s own toilet.
Plus a sandpit for the little ones, right by the front door.

campinggeversduin.com/vegetable-house

campinggeversduin.com/tent-cabin

OASIS OF PEACE
BEACH HOUSE

Sunlight f iltered by foliage, rustling behind the tent.
A rabbit hops past, a squirrel shoots up a tree. We call
these pitches Oase Pitches. There is no electricity, for
this is real camping! In a stunning, green environment,
so you’ ll f ind the peace and quiet you’re after.

You can see the children play from the veranda. Sand
everywhere, outside. Inside everything is complete:
an extensive kitchen, private bathroom and dishwasher.
The Beach House has two bedrooms and a sleeping loft.

campinggeversduin.com/oase

campinggeversduin.com/beach-cabin
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CAMPINGGEVERSDUIN.COM

CAMPINGGEVERSDUIN.COM

HOBBIT HOUSE
Frodo and Bilbo won’t call, but that is the only
difference. The round, green door, the lantern, the cute
windows. Unique and luxurious. Cosier than cosy.
Tip: book early.
campinggeversduin.com/hobbit-home
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ENJOY THE BEACH LIFE

ENJOY THE BEACH LIFE

BEACH LIFE AT
DE LAKENS

HURRAY,
IT’S HOLIDAYS!

BEACH LIFE

ACTIVE ON WATER

Wave surf ing, kiting, sun bathing, building sand castles.
In other words: beach life. There is space for everyone on
the wide beach at Bloemendaal aan Zee. From peaceful
relaxing on the edge of the dunes to a drink, lunch or
dinner in one of the dazzling beach pavilions. Is beach life
something for you too?

With sea and beach so near we go completely mad!
Surf ing, catamaran sailing, kitesurf ing, SUP: you name
it and MiFune does it! New is ‘Strandkracht’ (Beach
Power). An epic battle against the sea and the dunes. Who
will you brave the track with on September 22nd 2019?
Also in September: Surfana Festival. A top water sports
festival with clinics, workshops and lots of music.

campingdelakens.com

BEACHED IN GESTRAND

A drink and good pop music; ‘borrelpop’ at de Lakens
is synonymous with easy enjoyment while the sun sets
behind the dunes. This year on June 1st, July 18th and
25th and August 1st, 8th and 15th 2019.
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SURFING LESSONS
Kids Camp, Surf Camp or just an
individual lesson? It is all possible.
The sea awaits you with the
challenge of the waves!

CAMPINGDELAKENS.COM

The sun is out, a gentle breeze
caresses your skin. The masseuse’s
hands allow you to completely
relax. Afterwards you discover that
the team is much larger, with
mani- and pedicurists and
beauticians. How about a deep
skin cleanse after a week on
the coast?

RECREATION 2.0
A new theme for every week, and always a spectacular
f inale. In 2019 there’ ll be a Theatre Week, a Nature
Week, but also a real ‘Hippie Week ’ and a ‘Tech Week ’.
All during the summer we’ ll build go-karts, open the
outdoor cinema, bake rolls over the campf ire and
have our famous ‘silent disco’. Consult the website for
the diary.

After a walk or a day on the beach, the ideal place to
relax is restaurant ‘Gestrand’. In front of the terrace is
the large playground - so the children can just continue
playing - while your drinks and bites are served swiftly.
Staying for dinner? Our menu is amazingly fresh, with a
local twist. Gestrand is closed during the winter months,
but can be booked for private or corporate events.

BORRELPOP

COASTAL WELLNESS

ZEN ZONE
Start the day with relaxation in the Zen Zone with
Yoga or Pilates. Experience the peace of nature
during a silence walk. Or go all the way during the
3-day yoga weekend.

CAMPINGDELAKENS.COM

SMALL PLEASURES
So much water sports would make
you almost forget that the beach at
de Lakens is the largest sand pit any
toddler could wish for.
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CAMPING AND RENTING

CAMPING AND RENTING

PICK YOUR
FAVOURITE?
LAIDBACKSHACK
A luxurious beach house for lounging and chilling. With
reason, because it is stylish and full of mod cons such
as microwave, morning paper on tablet and great beds.
Don’t forget the hammock either.
campingdelakens.com/laidbackshack

FITTING PITCHES
Opting for a ‘Relax place’, to laze in a hammock in front
of the caravan? Or do you ensconce yourself in the
privacy of a ‘Dune spot’? There’s a lot of choice. ‘Lounge
spots’ feature a picnic table, while you’ ll have your feet
in the sand on a ‘Beach spot’.
With or without electricity, more or less sand, quieter or
more convivial: whichever you chose, the real beach and
dune feeling will start immediately.
campingdelakens.com/camping

BEACH LODGES
Rugged, canvas tents that sleep 2-6. Completely
furnished: cooking isle, beds, toilet and even … a bath!
On arrival, your beds will be made your towels ready
and the hammock will be rigged up!
campingdelakens.com/beachlodges

NEW: TUNNEL TENT
New: De Waard Tunnel tent. Quality with a capital Q
is what you expect from De Waard. Lots of space and all
comforts: beds, sitting area, kitchen and terrace.
We put it up, so your holiday starts without delay!
That means a good night’s rest on real beds, and
decking on the terrace. A great awning protects against
both sun and rain. Another advantage: under cover
cooking, if needed.
campingdelakens.com/dewaard

BACKPACKSHACKS
A compact bedroom with bunk bed, plus a sublimely
relaxed outdoor area. Ideal for staying the night after
a day of beach and sea. Backpackers from the whole
world are welcome!
campingdelakens.com/backpackshack

AIRSTREAM WITH SAUNA
Meaning: a private sauna! The Airstream is all 50s on
the outside, but inside it is bang up to date. With toilet,
kitchen, double bed and lounge area. Download the paper
each day, with your Nespresso.
campingdelakens.com/retrotrailer

PLAY TOWN
BEACH BUS

The pitches on ‘Play Town’ all centre on great (water)
playgrounds, in direct view of the tent or caravan.
Between them is a trampoline and a sand pit. Children
can play to their heart’s content! Naturally, car use is
restricted on ‘Playtown’.

A totally transformed real American school bus. Double
bunk beds (seriously!), small kitchen and toilet. Outside
of course a hammock. Feet in the sand, chill like you’ve
never chilled before.

campingdelakens.com/playtown

campingdelakens.com/beachbus
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CAMPINGDELAKENS.COM

CAMPINGDELAKENS.COM

SEASHACKS
Showpiece is an over-used word, we think. That said:
the SeaShacks are spacious double rooms, also available
per night. However long or short you stay, this is
enjoyment in capital letters.
campingdelakens.com/seashack
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NATURALLY CREATIVE

NATURALLY CREATIVE

BAKKUM BRINGS OUT
THE BEST IN YOU

DISCOVER BAKKUM
TOGETHER

FLY WITH US?

NATURALLY CREATIVE

Jumping is a bit like f lying, we’d say. The number
one child attraction is the air trampoline. It means
jumping, jumping, and yet more jumping. You can
enjoy a coffee in the meantime. Although, your kids
may have moved on already, heading for the new play
equipment on the playing f ield. They won’t have a
minute to get bored.

That’s Camping Bakkum, with all its room for creativity
and conviviality. From Circus Week to family theatre,
indulge yourself at Bakkum! Alternate the artistic
atmosphere with relaxed walks through the stunning
nature reserve: the North Holland Dune Reserve. It is
this diversity that has made the campsite popular for
over a century already!
campingbakkum.com

MARY GOES BAKKUM

FINGER-LICKING

Yes, indeed! Mary Poppins comes to Camping Bakkum!
The 13th of August 2019 is the day. And the best thing:
we’ ll be staging a musical with the children. We’ ll
practice in the day and perform in the evening. With
Mary Poppins on stage it will be unforgettable. Singing
and dancing together, making it a night to remember. At
the end of the evening we’ ll wave to Mary, as she f lies
over the beach, back to England.

BAKKUM VERTELT
A great festival, Bakkum Tells Stories. The 8th edition,
from 12-14th of July 2019. Music, theatre and story-telling,
every day from 16.00 to 22.00.
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ON THIS ICE
It may be summer, but on the 2nd of August 2019
winter comes to Bakkum. From 13.00 to 16.00
you’ll be able to skate. With Dutch winter treats
and wintery music. Will there be ice too?

CAMPINGBAKKUM.COM

The ice parlour has it’s own soft ice cream; the
f ishmonger gets its f ish fresh from the sea.
A supermarket, a restaurant and of course a snack
bar, the Meeting Square at Camping Bakkum is full of
variation. If you ask our guests what they especially
remember, they mention the roast chickens. Turning
on the grill, all golden, that scent. Just try and walk
past that chicken shop!

BAKKUM CUPPA
Wake up, pop to the shops and grab a
cappuccino. Holiday is the terrace of
‘Op de Hoek ’.

CAMPINGBAKKUM.COM

WHOLESOME TABLE
Healthy and surprising are the recipes
we post on Facebook, Instagram and
Pinterest. Do you follow Camping
Bakkum yet?
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CAMPING AND RENTING

CAMPING AND RENTING

PICK YOUR
FAVOURITE?
BEACH HOUSE
Sleeps six, with a complete kitchen and sturdy wooden
furniture: full of character. Not least because of the
covered veranda and the private bathroom.
campingbakkum.com/beachhouse

DUNE ROSE
New for 2019! A very special place to stay. View the sky
from your bed. Count shooting stars and dream away.
Fitted with mod cons such as climate control, open
kitchen and oven. And the morning paper.
campingbakkum.com/dune-rose

ZEEDUIN
These pitches are located in the woody area of the
campsite, called Zeeduin. Some forest pitches are in full
sun, others offer shade. All pitches have electricity.
Zeeduin pitches are spacious, even with your car parked
on the pitch. How can that be? It’s a surprise! We’ve
designed a very special parking place. Now you see the
car, now you don’t.
campingbakkum.com/camping

COMMISSARISVELD
In the middle of the dunes, in full sun and on the track to
the beach. Five different kinds of pitch, such as the special
Play Pitches. These are a favourite with families: with
restricted car use and extra play equipment.
Where children play, cars are of course not allowed. Other
pitches, such as the Sun Pitches, do have space for a car
next to the tent or caravan. The special Tent Pitches come
with or without electricity.
campingbakkum.com/camping

PANORAMA TENT
Windows all round, at one with the dunes. Your tent
will be pitched and f itted with electricity, a fridge and
attractive lighting. At night you’ ll see the stars from
your bed!
campingbakkum.com/panoramatent

New for 2019! In the midst of the dunes, offering ample
space for 6. A naturally furnished rental accommodation,
blurring the in- and outdoors. Enjoy the service, from
welcome pack to bed linen.
campingbakkum.com/dune-view

BAKKUM’S HOEVE

WATERSPORTS PITCH

Families are more than welcome, but we know that
Bakkum’s Hoeve is very sought-after as a corporate venue.
A day’s meeting, or a two-day brain storming session,
including cooking together and staying overnight.

Ideal for lovers of water sports. This f ield offers the
ultimate beach feeling. Hammocks, a great BBQ and lots
of action and adventure. The surf coaches can often be
found here, and it is from here that clinics are organised.
Booking a Watersports Pitch gives you free locker use
at Sports at Sea!

An ultra relaxed group accommodation offering double
rooms and rooms for four, a large living room and
dining kitchen. Prepare the meals together or have a
coffee and cake. In the evenings? We recommend
’30 seconds’ or ‘Charades’.

campingbakkum.com/watersport-pitches
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DUNE VIEW

campingbakkum.com/bakkumshoeve

CAMPINGBAKKUM.COM

CAMPINGBAKKUM.COM
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SUPRISING DAY & NIGHT

INFORMATION AND RESERVATIONS
‘GEVERSDUIN’
Beverwijkerstraatweg 205, 1901 NH Castricum
E. info@campinggeversduin.com
T. +31 251 - 66 10 95
www.campinggeversduin.com

‘DE LAKENS’
Zeeweg 60, 2051 EC Bloemendaal aan Zee
E. info@campingdelakens.com
T. +31 23 - 54 11 570
www.campingdelakens.com

‘BAKKUM’
Zeeweg 31, 1901 NZ Castricum aan Zee
E. info@campingbakkum.com
T. +31 251 - 66 10 91
www.campingbakkum.com

KENNEMERDUINCAMPINGS.COM

You can follow us on
Facebook & Twitter!

